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iPad™ custom solutions
“everything at your �ngertips”

MyOlos   
Automation system for Yachts that:

- Integrates the management of all functions in one IPAD

- Has an ergonomic menu for intuitive management of every single experience

Entertainment Info

HDMI Output NMEA

Video on demand Chartwork

Audio on demand available also in external areas Board information

Control for analogical TV, satellite decoder and SAT CCTV

Control for radio SAT & DVB-T

Counting with iPod/iPhone™ Domotic

DVD/Blu-ray 3d player Lights control also with scenes 

MP3 players and dimming

Drive USB Curtains control

Compatible with Apple Airplay Air conditioning control

 Crew Call



MyConcierge
This brand new Videoworks APP realizes the dream of having a high level hotel 
service on board, wherever you are. 
Order a refreshing cocktail or a snack from the menu, have their own newspaper 
at hand, waking up with the music chosen and lighting scenes you want, access 
your TV channels or favorite music just by touching the touch panel.
And you can also set the mode cabin «don’t disturb» or «available».

MyInfos  The new and advanced information system for yacht

Developed in HTML5 for easy integration with the Apple TV, MyInfos is the key part 
of the entertainment-info-domotic system on board of the yacht. The system 
allows you to perform various tasks and view the information you need on any 
monitor with a simple touch of a Crestron or AMX display. In this way the most 
demanding services are combined and displayed anywhere, anytime and easily:
CCTV / CHARTING / GOOGLE EARTH / NMEA / WEATHER / COMMUNICATION 
FROM THE CAPTAIN / GOOGLE EARTH 3D

MyCerberus
The “MyCerberus” exclusive service allows to intervene immediately in case of faults 
that may occur in the installed systems, even before the customer might notice or 
detect them. MyCerberus sends malfunction’s notification alerts directly to the Vide-
oworks helpdesk in real time, allowing Engineers to take immediate action remotely. 
This innovative and efficient service offered by Videoworks breaks down then all the 
delays and possible nuisance to the users who will receive instead immediate assis-
tance. The fact that it is a software product developed in-house ensures a speedy 
integration with new products and new diagnostic technologies.

Living the yacht with a simple touch
"Animate a curtain to let the light filter. Enjoy relax at the desired temper-
ature, watching a movie on demand,or simply drinking a sophisticated 
and refreshing cocktail only by touching the screen…
Search the absolute silencefalling asleep in a bed protected by a futuristic 
sound-proof bubble..."

The dream becomes reality with Videoworks Spa, which for more than 20 years 
has been building sophisticated systems, audio / video, entertainment, internal 
and external communications and advanced home automation. Discrete systems 
where everything is designed at four hands with the owner and where each edge 
technology is combined with the demands of space and aesthetics of the yacht. 
Wiring included.

Videoworks Marine Services:
Control software with client ITW mode

The control software is a client app based on the framework of development ITW 
Mode which allows the IPAD become a real «Smart Remote Control» . It interfaces 
with the main control systems on the market.
Thanks to the ITW Mode App, which acts as a «container» that can be «filled» with 
various functions, the control software allows for example to display on the IPAD 
Maps NMEA information or real time videos from CCTV…
With the application you can also CALL THE STAFF (ex. Waiters) with the proper 
button, manage advances HOTEL APPLICATIONS, see the WEBSITES of interna-
tional newspapers.
Having a flexible system such as ITW Mode also allows you to work on protocols 
with control systems to optimize the response time and include within app third 
parties providing suitable mechanism of APP entry/exit. 
The application is multi cab. Once you define the configuration of the APP, i.e. the 
list of features, it is saved and can be loaded in different IPADs on board. 
In case of breakage of the IPAD it can be immediately restored by downloading 
the ITW Mode APP from the Apple Store.

MyConnections
It’s a web local APP based on a CISCO Router that allows you to manage 4 types of 

internet connections on board. In a simple and secure way: VSAT / FLEET BROADBAND / 

UMTS / WI-FI. The access of the users (Owners, Guests, Captain, Crew) to the network is 

controlled by the DIRECTOR OF THE APPLICATION. The correct user login is guaranteed 

by: PASSWORD / UNIQUE NUMBER OF THE DEVICE. THE DIRECTOR OF THE APPLICA-

TION can: Create and cancel the users. Create scenarios i.e. «Owner at work» which imme-

diately determines who can and can not access the Internet.

MyScreen Video streaming on tablet and smartphone

A solution that allows you to view streaming video on tablet or smartphone. 
The video to be transmitted can be from any type of channel: 
Satellite, TV, DVD, Decoder...
And thanks to the HTTP protocol segmented can be displayed in high definition 
on iOS devices, Android and Windows 8.
It’s also possible to transmit the video on multiple devices SIMULTANEOUSLY.

VSAT
FLEET

BROADBAND
UMTS
WI-FI


